HERITAGE CONTROLS WITHIN BRUNSWICK - Definitions

SIGNIFICANCE

1. Places of National, State or metropolitan heritage value such places are almost always of great importance to Brunswick and reflect important aspects of its history

2. Places of high heritage value within Brunswick representing important aspects of its history and people

3. Places that provide a good example of a type, architectural style or historical period/activity, being relatively unmodified in form or function

4. Places that contribute to the overall character of a Heritage Area in Brunswick but are not necessarily intact

DOCUMENTATION

1. Hopetoun Heritage Area - since deleted from the controls
2. First Avenue Heritage Area
3. Donald Street Heritage Area
4. De Carle and Bishop Street Heritage Area
5. Marion Street Heritage Area
6. Wanty Street Heritage Area
7. Hope Street Heritage Area
8. Westbourne Street Heritage Area
9. Frederick Street Heritage Area
10. Lyle Street Heritage Area
11. Blyth Street Heritage Area
12. Oxendin Street Heritage Area
13. Glenmorgan Street Heritage Area
14. Myrtle Street Heritage Area
15. Nicholson Street North Heritage Area
16. Hunter Street Heritage Area
17. Hoffman Street Heritage Area
18. Daly Street Heritage Area
19. Dawson Street Heritage Area
20. Brickworthy Heritage Area
21. Albert Street Heritage Area
22. Methven Street Heritage Area
23. Collier Crescent Heritage Area
24. Edward Street Heritage Area
25. Ewing Street Heritage Area
26. Willowbank Heritage Area
27. Brunswick Road West Heritage Area
28. Grantham Street Heritage Area
29. Phillipstown Heritage Area
30. Brunswick Road Heritage Area
31. Park Street Heritage Area
32. Weston Street Heritage Area
33. Barkly Street East Heritage Area
34. Sydney Road Heritage Area
35. Railway Heritage Area